
 



 



 



 



 



 



                                    
 
 
 

 

SSaaggaa  ooff  GGuutttteerr  BBaaggiicchhaa  
Plot No K-28/108, Trans-Lyari Quarter 

 
Date Event Attach 

Phase-I        Establishment of Amenity Plot  

Circa 

1890 

Pre-independence Trans-Lyari Quarter boasts a large tract of open, green farm space admeasuring 
1,216 acres: this is Gutter Bagicha Plot No. K-28/108. Established by the Karachi Municipal 
Committee to treat sewage from the town across the Lyari River, its surrounding area was transferred 
to KMC by the British Crown free of cost.  Effluent from the sewage treatment plant is used to grow 
vegetables and fodder on plots rented to agriculturalists.  

a 

1913 The ‘Karachi Hand Book’ describes Gutter Bagicha as an “… oasis in the desert and a paradise of 
insects, birds and naturalists” where cereals, vegetables, fruit and fodder are cultivated.  Yasmeen 
Lari’s ‘The Dual City: Karachi during the Raj’ describes the pre-Independence sewerage system.  

b 

Phase-II       Commencement of Encroachments  

1947 

onwards 

Influx of refugees from India settled in old Golimar and the first encroachment on Gutter Bagicha 
begins. Katchi abadis (like Asif Colony, Zubair Colony, Hasrat Mohani Colony, Wilayatabad), 
graveyards, industrial units (Haroonabad, marble factories) are established illegally over the next 45 
years, on over 55% of the amenity space. 

- 

1957 Chief Commissioner Karachi under Notification No. 6/14/56-LSG dated 24th Jan 1957 resumes 200 
acres of land from the northern part of Gutter Baghica (which is eventually utilised in KDA’s SITE 
Scheme), leaving 1,016 acres as the amenity sewage farm.  

c 

03-05-83 By Resolution No.907dated 22-11-1982, passed under Clause (1) of para 3 of the Martial Law Order 
No.183, KMC regularizes katchi-abadis of Hasrat Mohani, Willayatbad Colony          1 & 2, Yasin 
Zubari Colony and Asif Colony off Manghopir Road (within Gutter Baghica), and this is approved by 
the Land Utilization Department, GoS. 

d 

1992 KMC Officers’ Cooperative Housing Society (KMC-OCHS) is registered as a private housing society 
(having nothing to do with KMC). 77 promoters include:  

 46 KMC officials 
 14 government officials 
 17 builders/businessmen 

Prominent among these are: 

Name Service KMC-OCHS 

Allaudin Sabir            Municipal Commissioner, KMC Promoter  
S. Tanveer A. Naqvi Senior Director (Land), KMC Chairman  
M. Yasin Kiyani Legal Advisor, KMC Promoter 
Shafi A. Ansari Deputy Director {Land}, KMC General Secretary  
Abdul Hafiz Siddiqui Asst. Director, KMC Chief  Prom./President 
Manzoor Ahmed EDO (Law), CDGK Promoter 
Altaf Ahmed Khan Asst. Director (Land), KMC Promoter 
S. Masood Alam Rizvi Administrator, KMC Promoter 
M. Adil Asst. Director (Land), KMC Promoter 
M.Siddiq Asst. Director (Land), KMC Promoter 
Rukhsana Saleem GoS Promoter 
Naheed Hyder  GoS Promoter 
M. Siddique Dar Section Officer (Local Govt), GoS Promoter 

Amazingly, the office of KMC-OCHS is registered as “4 KMC Flats, Nazareth Road” in Garden East, a 
government residential accommodation. 

e 

Phase-III      Illegal/Fraudulent Allotment to KMC-OCHS  

03-01-93 KMC-OCHS applies to Minister (Local Government) for 200 acres of Gutter Bagicha land 
(deceptively calling it “abandoned & vacant land”) for a housing colony 

f 

06-03-93 M. Irshad Ahmed, Minister (Local Government) Government of Sindh (GoS) approves the proposal in 
principle to carve out 200 acres of allegedly "waste KMC Land at Sewage Farm, Manghopir Road"  for 
housing purposes, to be leased to KMC-OCHS @ Rs. 10 sq. yd (occupancy value) and @ 15/ sq. yd. 
(development charges). These ‘throw-away’ rates violate Rule 15 of Sindh People's Local Councils 
(Land) Rules 1975. Following six KMC-OCHS members/promoters are present in this meeting (giving 
public land to themselves): 

g 



Allaudin Sabir               Municipal Commissioner, KMC 
S. Tanveer A. Naqvi       Senior Director {Land & Estate}, KMC  
M. Yasin Kiyani.            Legal Advisor, KMC 
Shafi A. Ansari              Deputy Director {Land}, KMC 
Altaf Ahmed Khan         Asst. Director (Land), KMC 
M.Siddiq                        Asst. Director (Land) 

11-03-93 KMC Council Resolution #82 approves allotment /lease for 99 years (without mandatory auction 
procedure) in Gutter Bagicha to KMC-OCHS for residential purposes. This is a violation of Sections 
45(4) and 45 (5) (i) of SLGO 1979 which is only applicable to land for “educational, religious and 
charitable institutions or for such other purposes for the benefit of the public”. (Over the next 
seventeen years, the shape and location of this 200-acre plot keeps changing to suit the 
circumstances!) 

h 

11-04-93 On a summary seeking approval of the Chief Minister to a lifting of the 11-4-1993  ban on allotment, 
the Chief Secretary, Syed Sardar Ahmed, opines ".... it would be unfair to convert the open park/farm 
into housing society. May be regretted."  This summary never reaches the C.M., Syed Muzaffar 
Hussain Shah,  as the file, which in the custody of Altaf Ahmed Khan, Asst Director (Land) KMC 
(and founder/promoter of KMC-OCHS) goes “missing”  

 

06-06-93 KMC advertises auction of industrial plots in Gutter Bagicha @ Rs. 1000/sq. yd reserved price.  

15-07-93 Without mentioning previous unfavourable remarks, a fresh summary is floated by Municipal 
Commissioner KMC, Alauddin Sabir (a founder-promoter of KMC-OCHS), to C.M., Syed Muzaffar 
Hussain Shah, (three days later, C.M., Syed Muzaffar Hussain Shah’s government is dismissed), by-
passing C.S., Syed Sardar Ahmed, which amounts to "cheating and concealing of facts"  

 

25-07-93 M. Siddique Dar Section Officer (Local Govt), GoS (and KMC-OCHS member/promoter) writes to 
KMC conveying fraudulent approval of KMC Resolution #82 dated 11/2/93 u/s 45(5) (i) of SLGO 
1979 (which only applies to amenity land use and not to housing schemes) 

i 

29-07-93 Based on fraudulently obtained GoS approval, KMC Senior Director {Land & Estate}, Syed Tanveer 
A. Naqvi, (KMC-SDLE), a founder-promoter of the KMC-OCHS, writes to Shafi Ansari, Hon. 
Secretary of KMC-OCHS (and Deputy Director {Land} KMC), detailing payments to be made within 
90 days: 

 

Land Cost                        @ Rs 10/sqyd         = Rs   9.680 million 

Development Charges     @ Rs 15/sqyd         = Rs 14.520 million 

Annual Land Rent           @ Rs 0.25/sqyd      = Rs   0.242 million 

Sanad & Search Fee                                       = Rs   0.005 million 

                                       Total                            Rs  24.447million 

j 

29-07-93 Replying on the same day, KMC-OCHS writes  

 one letter to KMC-SDLE asking for further extension beyond  90 days and phased payment schedule 
in 10 instalments of Land Costs of Rs 9.68 million, as Municipal/Govt. servants have “limited 
source of income” 

 second letter to KMC-SDLE asking for deferment in Development Charges of Rs 14.52 million 

k 

29-07-93 The same day, KMC-SDLE write to KMC-OCHS informing them that the KMC Administrator has 
agreed to ten instalments for Land Costs, payable from 24/10/93 to 29/7/94. Truly amazing efficiency 
in decision-making! 

l 

29-07-93 On the same day amazingly, despite having “limited source of income”, 
KMC-OCHS pays Rs 1 million (50% in cash, rest by cheque) as first part 
payment of Land Cost of Rs 9.68 million --- three months before first 
approved instalment date of 24/10/93! 

m* 

02-08-93 KMC-OCHS writes to Administrator KMC Administrator thanking him for allowing 10 instalments 
(although they have already allegedly paid Rs 1 million the previous day!) 

n 

03-08-93 Amazingly, despite having “limited source of income”, KMC-OCHS pays Rs 
4 million  as second part payment of Land Cost of Rs 9.68 million 

o* 

03-08-93 The same day, KMC-OCHS writes to KMC-SDLE detailing 50% part 
payments for Land Costs of Rs 5 million already made by them on 
29/7/93 and 3/8/93, and asks for handing over of physical possession 
and allotment of land. 

p* 

03-08-93 The same day without receiving full payment, KMC-SDLE issues 
Allotment order.  

q* 

03-08-83 The same day without receiving full payment, handing-over of land to 
KMC-OHCS is done by Asst. Director (Land) KMC, M. Adil, a promoter 
/founder of KMC-OCHS. 

r* 

03-08-93 The same day, KMC-OCHS writes to KMC-SDLE acknowledging receipt of 
Allotment Order and Possession Order, and requests challan for 

s* 



balance Rs 4.68 million of Land Cost/Occupancy Value 

04-08-93 Without receiving full payment, KMC-SDLE and KMC-OCHS make 
Agreement to Lease 200 acres (Plot 108/10) in Gutter Bagicha. The 
agreement is based on rule 10 of the sindh local council (land) rules 
1975 (which is invalid as it has been superseded by section 45 (5) of 
SLGO 1979)  

t* 

05-08-93 Amazingly, despite having “limited source of income”, KMC-OCHS pays Rs 
4.68 million as final part payment of Land Cost totalling Rs 9.68 
million (full payment is made 21/2 months before 1st instalment is due!) 

u* 

05-08-93 The same day, KMC-OCHS writes to KMC-SDLE asking for 99-year lease 
as full Land Cost/Occupancy Value has been paid 

v* 

09-08-93 Amazingly, despite having “limited source of income”, KMC-OCHS pays Rs 
0.247 million as Land Rent and Sanad Search Fee 

w* 

11-08-93 On behalf of KMC, Altaf Ahmed Khan, Asst. Director (Land), who is also 
Chief Promoter KMC-OCHS, executes 99-year lease (with effect from 25-
7-1993) with KMC-OCHS through Shafi A. Ansari, Secretary KMC-OCHS 
who is also Deputy Director (Land), KMC. (Over the next seventeen 
years, the shape and location of this 200-acre plot keeps changing to 
suit the circumstances!) 

x* 

16-08-93 KMC-SDLE writes to KMC-OCHS acknowledging receipt of Rs 9.927 
million for Occupancy Value (Land Cost), Land Rent, and Sanad Survey 
Fee. Requests Rs 14.52 million as Development Charges so that 
development work can be started at site. 

y* 

16-08-93 On the same day, and in truly amazing contradiction to above letter, 
KMC-SDLE writes to KMC-OCHS agreeing to deferment in Development 
Charges till time when development work is undertaken as “ the period 
for the payment of development charges has not been mentioned in 
Sindh Local Council (Land) Rules 1975” (Are such concessions 
available to other private housing societies?) 

z* 

19-08-93 KMC-SDLE gives permission to KMC-OCHS to sub-lease plots to members aa* 

Phase-IV      Human Rights Case 6-K/1993 filed in Supreme Court  

23-08-93 Shehri-CBE files Human Rights Case No 6-K/93 under Article 184(3) of the Constitution in the 
Supreme Court against conversion of Gutter Bagicha amenity land to industrial, residential and 
commercial use, challenging consequential deterioration in the environment. 

- 

14-9-93 Justice Saleem Akhtar of the Supreme Court issues interim stay-order to KMC, its 
administrator, officers and employees restraining them from sale or transfer of leasehold rights 
in any manner of any part of Gutter Bagicha; delivery of possession or any other steps are also 
restrained. Transferees are also restrained from transferring or dealing with the land. 

ab 

13-09-93 In violation of status-quo order of SC, KBCA approves KMC-OCHS town-planning layout plan of 
200 acres on payment of Rs 0.4 million as KBCA fees. This town-planning approval is unlawful as 
only the then Master Plan Department of the KDA (now MPGO, CDGK) has the mandate to approve 
twon-[planning layouts. KBCA is merely a building control authority under SBCO 1979. 

ac 

20-11-93 In violation of status-quo order of SC, KMC-OCHS, despite having 
“limited source of income”, pays Rs 3.5 million as part payment of 
Development Charges of Rs 14.52 million 

ad* 

27-09-93 Five local/community-based NGOs from around the Gutter Bagicha area apply to become intervenors 
in HR Case 6-K/93 in the Supreme Court 

- 

__-09-93 Sindh EPA recommends to the Supreme Court that a public park be established on the Gutter Bagicha 
plot. 

- 

28-09-93 Supreme Court restraints GoS from granting approval to the illegal KMC Resolution. - 

20-12-93 CM Abdullah Shah announces that all Gutter Bagicha allotments will be cancelled. - 

14-1-94 Agha Shahabuddin, Secretary (Local Government) GoS floats a detailed summary giving all facts of 
the KMC-OCHS scam, including: 

 Violation of conditionalities (change in plot sizes, and creation of commercial and flat-site plots) of 
KMC Resolution #82 of 11-3-93  

 Violation of sections 45(4) and 45(5) of SLGO 1979 (extremely low rates fixed w/o auction, non-
amenity use of land, etc  

 Violation of Rule 15 of Sindh Local Council (Land) Rules 1975 (occupancy value and land rent 
determination improper)   

 Issue of KMC lease for 200 acres while Rs 11.02 million payment is still outstanding 
 Fraudulent by-passing of Chief Secretary in Summary to C.M. 

 and recommends: 

a) Await result of Supreme Court case, 

ae 



                          OR 
b) Cancel KMC-OCHS leases 
c) Proceed against KMC Municipal Commissioner, Alauddin Sabir and Senior Director Land, Tanveer 

Ahmed Naqvi, under E&D Rules for causing loss to the council and violating approved conditions of 
Resolution 

d) Issue warning to Administrator Alauddin Sabir for allowing execution of lease without full recovery 
of the dues 

e) Withdraw Government of Sindh approval of the scheme 

01-08-94 PM Benazir Bhutto orders KMC to cancel illegal allotment of 200 acres to KMC-OCHS, and directs 
Administrator KMC, Fahim-uz-Zaman, to withdraw earlier order: Gutter Bagicha land to be used for 
its recreation purpose as a park. 

af 

02-02-94 Law Secretary, A.Q. Siddiqui, recommends that KMC concedes before SC that lease of Gutter 
Bagicha to KMC-OCHS is “patently illegal”  as it violates the provisions of SLGO 1979 

ag 

24-08-94 
 

415 sub-leases are issued by KMC-OCHS in violation of Supreme Court stay order, 
(On 10-12-1998, KMC-OCHS members try to obtain bank loans against these 
illegal sub-leases. Local residents protest to State Bank, and bank stops loans) 

- 

06-12-97 KMC-OCHS files Suit 1646/97 against Cooperatives Department, GoS and local area residents. This 
is decreed on 18-12-98 on the technical grounds that enquiries against a cooperative society can only 
be undertaken on complaint of a member of the society, not outsiders (Section 47(2) of the Act 1925). 
This court order is grossly misused by KMC-OCHS to deceive the public   

- 

12-09-01 Acting on Compliant GO-50/97, the Anti-Corruption Committee-1, which include the Chief Secretary, 
Chairman (Enquiries & Anti-Corruption Establishment), Chairman (Governor’s Inspection, Enquiries & 
Implementation  Team) and Secretary (Local Government), direct:  

1) Registration of a criminal prosecution case against  
 Allaudin Sabir, Municipal Commissioner, KMC 
 S. Tanveer A. Naqvi, Senior Director (Land), KMC 

2) Cancellation of the allotment of 200 acres to KMC-OCHS in Gutter Bagicha  

3) Open enquiry against Shafi Ansari, D. Director (Land) KMC 

ah 

20-10-01 ACE registers FIR # 56/2001/u/s 409/468/477A/34 PPC v/w sec 5(2) of Act II of 1947 against 
Allaudin Sabir and S. Tanveer A. Naqvi of KMC 

ai 

05-11-01 Special Case # 50/2001 is filed in Court of Special Judge Anti-Corruption (Provincial) against 
Allaudin Sabir & Ors. 

aj 

Phase-VI     CDGK / KMC-OCHS nexus plays noora-kushti         

26-11-01 Director ACE sends reminder to Secretary (Local Govt) to implement Chief Secretary’s ACC-1 
decision to cancel allotment to KMC-OCHS of 200 acres. This is followed up with numerous 
reminders from the ACE and CS’s office dated  28-8-2003, 4-10-2003,  31-10-2003, 15-11-2003, 10-
12-2003, and from the Local Government ministry to the KMC/CDGK dated 2-6-2003, 6-10-2003, 
12-2-2004, 27-2-2004.      

ak 

19-04-02 D.O. (Parks & Horticulture) KMC, Hanif Nasir, deposes before ACE I.O. Mangi that entire Gutter 
Bagicha was under the jurisdiction of KMC Parks & Horticulture Department from 1947 to 1993, 
when he was directed not to give the land in future for cultivation. He states that any allotment of 
Gutter Baghicha for housing or industry is unlawful, and that no NOC for this purpose was issued by 
the KMC Parks & Horticulture Deptt.      

al 

28-04-02 Chief Executive Pervaiz Musharraf, at the Quaid’s Mazar public meeting, promises to “restore the 
glory of Karachi”. He commits that Gutter Bagicha will become a garden. 

am 

04-05-02 CDGK floats a park-naming competition for 13 parks in Karachi. Gutter Bagicha is shown as only 300 
acres! 

an 

Phase-VI     CDGK manipulates Supreme Court case          

05-05-03 EDO (Law) CDGK, Manzoor Ahmed, approaches Shehri about CDGK’s intent to resolve all 
outstanding issues, and Shehri gives him a draft of 13 points that CDGK must submit as an 
undertaking to the Supreme Court. DCO, Mir Hussain Ali, is unable to finalise this issue before the 
next SC hearing.  

ao 

29-05-03 Supreme Court of Pakistan disposes off Human Rights 6-K/1994 case on the basis that CDGK is 
reaching understanding with citizens and NGOs, and directs CDGK to submit compliance report 
within three months. The Court states: 

- 

 “The parties have stated at the Bar that this Human Rights Case be disposed of because the matter is 
being settled and negotiated among them. Mr. Najmul Hasan Kazmi, ASC has moved an application 
for being imploded as a party. We are not in a position to pass any order there on. However, during 
settlement he and all other interested parties can be associated. In the above terms this Human Rights 
case stands disposed of. The City District Government Karachi shall submit compliance report before 
this Court within three months.” 

02-06-03 Secretary (Local Government) writes to DCO CDGK, Mir Hussain Ali, that ACC-1 order dated 12- - 



09-01 to “cancel allotment of land, and report compliance” be done immediately. 

31-07-03 Shehri writes to remind Secretary, Local Government, to implement the decision of ACC – 1 for 
cancellation of unlawful KMC-OCHS allotment. 

ap 

31-07-03 Shehri’s lawyer reminds DCO, Mir Hussain Ali, and DG, Sindh EPA, about submission of 
compliance report to the Supreme Court. 

aq 

16-08-03 Local Government ministry, GoS informs Shehri that CDGK has already been directed to cancel 200-
acre allotment to KMC-OHS. 

ar 

28-08-03 Director, ACE writes to Secretary (Local Government) --- with c.c. to CDGK---referring to earlier 
letters dated 10-10-2001 about the decision of cancellation of allotment of land to KMC-OCHS. 

as 

04-10-03 CS writes to City Nazim, Naimatullah Khan , attaching a letter and telling him that the GoS  has 
already cancelled the 200-acre allotment, and asking for a progress report from CDGK/KMC. Yet 
the noora-kushti goes on and on 

at 

06-10-03 Secretary (Local Government) writes reminder of 2-6-2003 letter to DCO, CDGK that as per directive 
of ACC-1, allotment of 200 acres to KMC-O CHS must be cancelled. 

au 

31-10-03 DS (Admin) ACE writes reminder of three previous letters (10-10-2001, 26-11-2001, 28-8-2003)  to 
ACS Local Government regarding cancellation of allotment of Gutter Bagicha land to KMC-OCHS. 

av 

15-11-03 ACE writes to ACS (Local Government) once again reminding him to cancel the allotment - 

10-12-03 Brig (R) Mukhtar Ahmed Khan, Chairman, ACE writes to CS, Mutawakkil Qazi, to direct ACS (Local 
Government) to implement decision of ACC-1 without further delay. 

aw 

19-04-04 Ex-DG (Parks & Horticulture), KMC Hanif Nasir in his affidavit to Anti-Corruption Estates confirms 
that “Gutter Bagicha (sewage farm) is an amenity and was under the jurisdiction of KMC, no NOC was 
taken from us.” 

- 

18-05-05 CDGK submits unilateral one-sided report to SC (through EDO (Law) CDGK Manzoor Ahmed, who 
is also a founder/promoter of KMC-OCHS) without informing Shehri, SEPA or other NGOs, and 
without obtaining Shehri’s signatures on this so-called “settled and negotiated”’ document. This 
report has been prepared by EDO (Law) Manzoor Ahmed, a founder/promoter of the KMC-OCHS . In 
this report the shape of the 200-acre plot has changed! 

- 

Phase-VII     Shehri attempts to rescue the situation          

21-06-05 Shehri & others file Contempt of Court application against CDGK in HRC 6-K/93 in SC, stating that 
the disposal order of 18-05-05 was obtained through fraud. 

- 

c. Nov ‘05 CDGK starts construction of 163-acre ‘National/City Park’, but leaves north-east corner near Hasrat 
Mohani Colony undeveloped. 

- 

19-12-05 G.H. Mangi, Investigation Officer ACE, submits Final Report against Allauddin Sabir & Others ax 

01-02-06 A.D. Khowaja, Director ACE, files his report on KMC-OCHS scam    ay 

__-01-07 Shehri & area NGOs file CP 17/2007 in SHC and obtain ad-interim stay on the grounds that CDGK 
committed fraud in obtaining compromise order dated 29-5-03 without any intention of entering into a 
compromise   

- 

13-02-08 SHC dismisses CP 17/2007, essentially on basis of alleged res judicata and SC decision of 1-11-06. - 

18-    -08  Shehri & area NGOs file appeal CP 210-K/2008 in SC and obtain ad-interim stay - 

28-05-08 KMC-OCHS files Suit 768/2008 against Shehri, Cowasjee, Nisar Baloch, Police and CDGK and 
obtain ad-interim order against obstruction of its  project 

- 

19-08-08 SC refuses leave to appeal CP 210-K/2008, holding that the compromise creates a new cause of action 
which requires evidence, and states: 

“No conclusive findings were arrived at by this [Supreme] Court in the said HR Case [6-K/1993]. 
Albeit the cause for future action for a proposed settlement with the association of interested parties was 
recorded while disposing off the case. Such a cause of action involving factual controversies and 
resolution of facts involving detailed factual and fact findings on the basis of evidence, record and 
materials…. applies to proceedings in a suit between the parties”  
 

- 

Phase-VIII     Shehri files new Suit & Park is invaded          

23-10-08  Based on SC order of 19-08-08, Ardeshir Cowasjee, Abdul Sattar Edhi, Shehri & local NGOs file Suit 
1484/2008 against CDGK, GoS, KBCA and KMC-OCHS and obtain status-quo order. 

- 

18-05-09 Charges are framed against Alauddin Sabir & others in Special Case 50/2001 in Anti-Corruption 
Court 

aj 

28-05-09 President Asif Zardari includes ‘National  Park’ at Gutter Bagicha as part of Green Karachi Project 
and sanctions Rs 400 million for development  

az 

c. mid- SITE Town Nazim organises invasion (ENCROACHMENT-1) of northern part of Gutter Bagicha 
that has been set aside by CDGK for (Musharraf’s/Zardari’s) ‘National Park‘. This is in violation of 

- 



June 09 the status-quo order dated 23-10-08 

30-06-09 FIR # 156/2009 is filed at Pak Colony PS against encroachers/land-grabbers at 
(ENCROACHMENT-1) 

ba 

15-07-09 Ardeshir Cowasjee, ex-senator Nisar Memon and EDO (Revenue) CDGK, Sajjad Hussain Abbasi, 
inspect the ENCROACHMENT-1 (about 10 acres at this time) who are constructing under protection 
of armed men in the ‘National Park’ section of Gutter Bagicha. 

bb 

29-07-09 About six weeks after the invasion, Resolution # 544 is passed by City Council providing plots (on 
‘National Park’ land!) to alleged old residents of Hasrat Mohani Colony who were displaced 27 years 
earlier (!!) when the katchi abadi was regularised, allegedly on the basis of old City Council 
Resolution # 336 of 3-5-81 

bc 

25-08-09 Shehri files Contempt of Court application in Suit 1484/08 against CDKG, City Nazim and SITE 
Town Nazim and TMO who are supporting the encroachers at ENCROACHMENT-1 

 

26-08-09 Encouraged by the non-implementation of law and defiance of the court orders, in Suit 1484/08, 
KMC-OCHS also starts illegal construction on their 200 acres (ENCROACHMENT-2). Rioting 
breaks out in Golimar. 

bd 

27-08-09 SITE Town Nazim, Izharuddin, in presence of Kamran Dost (Special Home Secretary), Col. Sohail 
Malik (Pakistan Rangers), DIG/West Sardar Dasti (Karachi Police), and EDO (Revenue) Sajjad H. 
Abassi, threatens Shehri & Gutter Bagicha Bachao Tehreek (GBBT) members saying “Hum tum ko 
dekh lein gay”. The next day, Shehri writes a letter to all concerned with copies to attendees. 

be 

__-08-09 Shehri files another/new Contempt of Court application against KMC-OCHS and CDKG on 
ENCROACHMENT-2 

- 

08-09-09 On directives dated  1-9-09 of SHC, Nazir conducts inspection of Gutter Bagicha, but (at the urging of 
EDO(Law), Manzoor Ahmed) confines himself only to the 200 acres of KMC-OCHS, i.e, 
ENCROACHMENT-2 

- 

26-09-09 On renewed directives dated 10-9-09 of SHC, Nazir conducts second inspection of the north 
(‘National Park’ area) of Gutter Bagicha (ENCROACHMENT-1), but is mobbed by hundreds of 
women and others (who have been brought to the location that day in vans and on motorcycles) and is 
not allowed to examine the ongoing illegal construction, which has now spread to about 30+ acres. 
CDGK submits a new layout plan of Gutter Bagicha to the Nazir (different from the one submitted to 
the SC on 18-5-2005 & 18-2-2006) where the area of National Park has been reduced to 
accommodate ENCROACHMENT-1. The collusion of CDGK with the encroachers is transparent. 
Additionally, the shape of the 200-acre KMC-OCHS plot has changed again! 

- 

Phase-VIII      Nisar Baloch  of GBBT/ Shehri is murdered         

06-11-09 Nisar Baloch, a committed Gutter Bagicha activist since the 1990s, and others of GBBT hold press 
conference at Press Club and identify City & SITE Town Nazims of MQM as being behind the 
invasion of Gutter Bagicha (National) Park. This is reported in the press (Daily AWAM ) the next day 

bf 

07-11-09 Nisar Baloch, while riding his motorbike near his house on Lyari River bridge, is shot and killed. FIR 
No 331/2009 is filed at the Soldier Bazar PS. 

bg 

10-11-09 Nisar’s widow appeals for justice to CJ SC, and identifies threats hurled by SITE Town Nazim on 27-
08-09  

- 

15-11-09 Ardeshir Cowasjee writes in DAWN about SITE Town Nazim’s threat and widow’s appeal to CJSC, 
but newpaper censors out the relevant incriminating  passages 

- 

16-11-09 The NEWS publishes images of Shehri’s “Hum tum ko dekh lein gay” letter of  

28-8-09 and widow’s appeal to CJ SC 

bh 

17-11-09 EXPRESS prints translation of Ardeshir Cowasjee’s original column bi 

07-01-10 Nadir Baloch, another activist of GBBT who took over from Nisar Baloch, is shot and killed. - 

11-01-10 Nisar Baloch’s brother and Shehri file complaint before GoP Interior Ministry team Investigating 
targeted killings in Karachi. No concrete action has been taken by police over past two months in 
connection with Nisar’s murder.   

- 
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